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Drinking coffee is practically a national pastime, so there should be nothing standing in your way and a perfect cup of black stuff. The quality of the handmade coffee grinder gives you perfect control over your grind size and won't heat the beans while it grinds (the way friction from the electric coffee
grinder can), helping to maintain the best taste. A hand-held coffee grinder is also great for taking in places that don't have a coffee grinder (your office or hotel room, for example) or for use in hiking or other places where you don't have access to an outlet. The hard part is picking the best handmade
coffee grinder. You should consider a wide range of factors such as the type of burrs and burrs material, how much coffee you can grind at once, and the number of settings to grind. Learn about all this and more in this guide for handmade coffee grinders, and check out our favorites, too. Let's take the
time to learn how to use a hand-made coffee grinder. Although they are not complex, each model has its own features. We advise reading the guide and doing some trial runs before getting serious. Think about how often you will use a coffee grinder. If you only use a hand-held meat grinder when you
travel or camping, the $100 model will be excessive. On the other hand, if you are a fan of coffee that will use it daily, you will notice the difference when you use a high-end model. Think about the type of coffee you like. Different coffee makers and brewing methods require different grinding sizes. For
example, the French press requires a rough grind, while the espresso maker requires a fine grind. Check how easy it is to download. It is more difficult to load coffee beans into a hand-made coffee grinder with a narrow opening. Many of us put a lot of money into the coffee beans we buy and the
machines we use to cook it, but don't think anything of the humble meat grinder that sits between them. It's a shame - a good meat grinder can change the world for the better. This week we're looking at the top five, based on your nominations. Dear Lifehacker, I am ready to take the plunge in creating the
best coffee, and I have all my gear... Read moreEarlier a week, we asked you which burr grinders you thought were the best, particularly burr grinders that make sure you get even, a solid grind tuned to the method or machine you prefer to make your coffee. You happen to be tons of great nominees,
many of the same handful of companies, some automatic and some manuals-some available and some incredibly expensive. Here are your best choices in particular, no order: There are many things that go into brewing a big cup of coffee, but one of the most important MoreHario Skerton Ceramic Coffee
MillG / O Media can get commissionThe Hario Skerton A ceramic burr mill that is handmade, portable, and affordable. This will set you back $28 on Holds a lot of coffee for morning brewing (about 100g at a time, so if you do a lot it can take a few grinding sessions), offers a nice, consistent grind and a
comfortable grip while you use it, and it's easy to clean when you're done. It's lightweight, and even if you don't use it with the included coffee container, it fits the standard mason jar, so you can attach it to one of them and grind on your heart's contents. The bottom is rubberized, so it doesn't slide around
the countertop until you grind, either. G/O Media can get a commission of $333,974 purchased by readersThe Skerton was a popular pick in our nomination thread, and those of you who have lent your support have noted that this is probably one of the best quality/price grinders you can find. It's a guide,
so you get a workout every morning when you want to make coffee, but if you're not on the market (or budget) for a super-expensive automatic grinder, it's a great, portable alternative. It's not ideal though-some of you've reported an incompatible grind when you set on medium-big or rough grinds, and
one of you reported that the nut on top would loosen while you used it (something that one Amazon reviewer noted that you could fix with a stainless-split ring locking the washer from your local hardware store). You can read more praise and thought in your nomination thread here. One of you even
suggested attaching a screwdriver to Skerton for semi-automatic resurfacing. Now there's a life hack I can get behind. Baratza EncoreThe Baratza Encore is an automatic conical meat grinder for burrs, complete with a bun for storage on top for all your coffee and a container to grab the ground coffee at
the bottom. It sports more than 40 different grind settings, and as far as automatic grinders go, it's relatively affordable for about $130 on Amazon. A quick turn of the handle on the side will give you the perfect ground coffee for whatever your favorite coffee making can be, whether it's drip, tap, or pour.
Encore may not be the target of the best Baratza grinder, but it's certainly better for home coffee lovers or people who aren't willing to spend hundreds and hundreds just to get a good consistent grind every morning. It's been praised by coffee reviewers (and criticized, more about it at the moment) and it
does a good job of getting a consistent grind without heating coffee beans or getting too loud (although it's not particularly quiet, either.) Encore is the successor to the hugely popular maestro, and follows in his footsteps both in design and as an assembly. It's a sturdy, rugged grinder, and many of you are
particularly stressed by Baratza's excellent customer service if you run in with him. G/O Media may receive commissions of $1391181, acquired by readersThe Encore has earned great support in calling for applicants and many of you have noted in particular that this is an incredible budget grinder for
those who don't want a guide but also don't want to blow the budget just for a meat grinder for their coffee. This is a good trade-off between luxury and affordability, and if you want to save even more, Baratza offers repairs with warranties right from the factory on their website every Thursday. Encore isn't
perfect though- many people complain that it can be a messy grinder, and thin grinders will wind the drop outside of the grind container at the bottom, making a thing of pain to clean. Some people report inconsistent quality grind as well, and note that it can't make a proper espresso grind if that's what
you're looking for. However, for press, drips, fills, aeropresses, or anything else, it's a big purchase. You can read more in your carving nomination here. Capresso 560 Infinity BurrErThe Capresso Infinity is an affordable automatic burr meat grinder that is even more accessible than most in its class. It
comes in at $89 on Amazon, sporting a tapered steel burr grinder at the top with a storage container for all your beans, and a grind catch at the bottom for the ground coffee you plan to use. Capresso boasts an assortment of grind from super-thin espresso or Turkish style coffee in general to the rougher
grind you need for pressed coffee. The upper compartments are easy to disassemble for cleaning, while the meat grinder even sports impulse grinding options if you prefer. Best of all it sports a nice, slow grind so your beans and grind don't heat up and everyone in the house doesn't wake up once you
turn it on. Infinity packs 16 separate grind settings, comes in black (shown above), brushed silver and stainless (priced premium.) anyway, though if you're looking for a great meat grinder at a budget price, it's a good one to choose from. G/O Media may get a commission of $903,489 purchased by
readersIn the nomination thread, though, Capresso Infinity was a popular choice but a well-discussed one. Many of you have emphasized its availability and the big grind for money, but other of you have noted that it has several drawbacks. On one side, the bunker comes out of the base at a nearly 90-
degree angle, which means it's hard to get all your bases if you're pretty careful about it. Others of you though noted that you never had a problem and it was completely reliable and that fine setting is really good at something other grinders failed to achieve. One of you even said that you had to replace
plastic parts over the years just because you used it so much. Either way, you can read more in the nomination thread here. Hario Coffee Mill Slim GrinderThe Hario Slim Positively small, portable hand-in-the-shoulder meat grinder that is small enough to take camping with you or pack in your luggage if
you want to do do You have a good cup anywhere you happen to wander. It's also affordable, coming in under $25 on Amazon. Like most Hario models, Slim is easily disassembled for cleaning, and the grind bin at the bottom is large enough to hold enough coffee for most morning preparations,
especially things like aeropresses, French press, or pouring. The mill is ceramic, so you don't have to worry about it rusting with cleaning, and the handle separates for an even easier cleaning. It's light, so using it can be a little tricky, but the burrs are sharp and strong enough to handle anything you
throw at it with a consistent, solid grind that's perfect for any preparation. You get a bit of a workout using it, too. The best part is that Slim is actually the perfect size to dispense right into Aeropress's mouth, so if this is your preferred coffee maker, you are in for a treat. G/O Media can get a commission of
$331,368 purchased by ReadersThe Hario Slim has earned nothing but praise in the nominations thread. All of you have noted that it's best about hand-grinding machines as quiet they are (especially compared to automation), and that Slim has enough roughness options that you can get a nice fine grind
for espresso or rough press. All of you praised Slim for being affordable, portable, and easy to clean and store, and praised ceramic burrs for their durability. One of you even pointed out that you have another one for spice, and the other of you even mentioned that you have plugged a wireless drill to it
when you feel lazy or different Hario hack like the one we mentioned above. You can read it all in the nomination thread here. Baratza PrecisoThe Preciso is at the high end of the Baratza Burr line, offering incredibly accurate (thus title) adjustments to the grind that can be typed in your exact preferences.
Preciso is capable of fine, espresso quality grinds, which you will probably need if you have a home espresso maker, then some other grinders in the Baratz lineup are having difficulty with. It still offers a Baratza in 40 separate grind options, a conical burr grinder at the top with a bin to store the beans at
the top and shredded at the bottom, and even packs a holder for an espresso filter, so you can grind directly into it without having to grind into the bin and disassemble it just to get one or two shots of espresso from the meat grinder. Of course, while Preciso is all about espresso, it works just fine for other
brewing techniques as well, from drip to pour, and capable of rough, even shredding as well. Indpendent reviewers are usually Preciso, and note that he is capable of a more consistent grind than some others in his family, and note that he is perfect for going from espresso to click in just a few G/O Media
can get a commission from you who appointed Preciso noted that its high price is enough to put a lot of people, but if you have a home espresso maker or you're a huge coffee drinker, you need a meat grinder that can fit with the coffee preparations you prefer. Given the cost of many home espresso
producers, this meat grinder may just be a ticket for the perfect beer every time. Some of you have noted that Preciso is great for espresso and its assembly is very espresso-oriented, so although it may be set for rough grinding, it has more problems with them than other grinders. Similarly, you noted
that when you had a problem with it, Baratz's customer service came to the rescue, which is something you really can't allocate enough when you spend that kind of money on a kitchen appliance. You can read more in your carving nomination here. Now that you've seen the top five, it's time to put them
on the toay-out vote to determine the winner. An honorable mention this week goes to the Breville BCG800XL Smart Grinder, a fully automatic smart meat grinder that is capable of grinding espresso-thin coffee and coarse drip or tap coffee right behind each other. All you have to do is tell the grinder how
you make the coffee and how much it you plan to make. No knob dial or customization to tinker with-grinding pen handles the rest and even spitting out the right amount of ground coffee for serving you plan to brew. Of course, if you have more exacting standards, you can override its settings and grind as
much as you want, too. This conical burr grinder machine will set you back close to $200 on Amazon, and you can read more first-hand experiences in the nomination thread. G/O Media can get commissionWant to make a case for your personal favorite even if it wasn't included in the list? Remember that



the top five are based on your most popular nominations from calling for applicants to thread earlier in the week. Don't just complain about the top five, let us know what your preferred alternative is, and make your case for it- in the discussions below. Hive Five is based on reader nominations. Like most
Hive Five posts, if your favorite stayed away, he didn't get the nominations needed in calling for job applicants to make the top five. We understand that this is a bit of a popularity contest. Is there an offer for Hive Five? Email us at tips'hivefive@lifehacker.com!Title photo of David Joyce. Joyce.
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